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Getting Started with Wine Tasting 
Learning to taste wine is no different than learning to really appreciate music or art in that the pleasure you receive is proportionate to the effort you make. The more you fine-tune your sensory abilities, the better you’re able to 

understand and enjoy the nuances and details that great wines express. The time and effort invested in palate training is very rewarding, and a whole lot of fun! 
How to Taste Wine 

The ability to sniff out and untangle the subtle threads that weave into complex wine aromas is essential for tasting. Try holding your nose while you swallow a mouthful of wine; you will find that most of the flavour is muted. Your nose 
is the key to your palate. Once you learn how to give wine a good sniff, you’ll begin to develop the ability to isolate flavours, to notice the way they unfold and interact, and, to some degree, assign language to describe them. 

This is exactly what wine professionals, those who make, sell, buy, and write about wine can do. For any wine enthusiast, it’s the pay-off for all the effort. 
While there is no one right or wrong way to learn how to taste, some “rules” do apply. 

First and foremost, you need to be methodical and focused. Find your own approach and consistently follow it. Not every single glass or bottle of wine must be analysed in this way, of course. But if you really want to learn about wine, a 
certain amount of dedication is required. Whenever you have a glass of wine in your hand, make it a habit to take a minute to stop all conversation, shut out all distraction and focus your attention on the wine’s appearance, scents, 

flavours and finish. 
New World Wines  

Wines produced outside of the traditional wine growing areas of Europe and North Africa. 
Fermentation 

This is the way in which grape sugar is converted to ethyl alcohol and carbon dioxide, thereby converting grape juice into wine. 
 

CINSAUT or CINSAULT (Red) [SAN-soh] 
Is a red wine grape, whose heat tolerance and productivity make it important in Languedoc and the former French colonies of Algeria and Morocco. It is often blended with grapes such as Grenache and Carignan to add softness and 

bouquet. It has many synonyms, of which perhaps the most confusing is its sale as a table grape called 'Oeillade', although it is different from the "true" Oeillade which is no longer cultivated. In South Africa, it was known as "Hermitage", 
hence the name of its most famous cross Pinotage. 

 
“Age is just a number. It’s totally irrelevant unless, of course, you happen to be a bottle of wine.” Joan Collins 

 
GRENACHE (Red) [greh-NAHSH] 

Drought- and heat-resistant, it yields a fruity, spicy, medium-bodied wine with supple tannins. The second most widely planted grape in the world, Grenache is widespread in the southern Rhône. It is blended to produce Châteauneuf-du-
Pape (although there are some pure varietals) and used on its own for the rosés of Tavel and Lirac; it is also used in France's sweet Banyuls wine. Important in Spain, where it's known as Garnacha Tinta, it is especially noteworthy in Rioja 

and Priorato. Grenache used to be popular in Australia but has now been surpassed by Syrah; a few Barossa Valley producers are making wines similar to Châteauneuf-du-Pape. In California it's a workhorse blending grape, though 
occasionally an old vineyard is found, and its grapes made into a varietal wine, which at its best can be good. It may make a comeback as enthusiasts of Rhône style seek cooler areas and an appropriate blending grape. 

GRENACHE BLANC (White) [greh-NAHSH BLAHNK] 
Known in Spain as Garnacha Blanca, which is bottled in the Southern Rhône. It's used for blending. 

 
“Accept what life offers you and try to drink from every cup. All wines should be tasted; some should only be sipped, but with others, drink the whole bottle.” Paulo Coelho 

 
ROUSSANE (White) [Rue-san] 

A white wine grape of the northern Rhône Valley, mainly for blending with the white wine grape Marsanne. 
 

Mouth feel 
The various sensations – thick or thin, round, or lean – a wine can create while in the mouth. 

MOURVEDRE (Red) [more-VAY-druh] 
As long as the weather is warm, Mourvèdre likes a wide variety of soils. It's popular across the south of France, especially in Provence and the Côtes-du-Rhône and is often used in Châteauneuf-du-Pape; Languedoc makes it as a varietal. 
Spain uses it in many areas, including Valencia. In the United States it's a minor factor now, pursued by a few wineries that specialize in Rhône-style wines. The wine can be pleasing, with medium-weight, spicy cherry and berry flavours 

and moderate tannins. It ages well. 
 

“There are thousands of wines that can take over our minds. Don't think all ecstasies are the same!”  Rumi 
 

PETIT VERDOT (Red) [pә-tee vehr-doh] 
From the Bordeaux Region of France, it is used for blending with Cabernet Sauvignon. 

 

http://www.winemag.com/Wine-Enthusiast-Magazine/how-to-taste-wine/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grape
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grenache
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carignan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Africa
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pinotage
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/875661.Rumi
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Bubbles 

Champagne is the only wine that people accept in such a multitude of styles. Champagnes can range from burnt, caramelly oxidized to full bodied fruit and yeast characters to light and citrusy, and everything in between. Then each of 
these wines can be altered in its amount of residual sweetness from a bone-chilling dryness to sugar syrup. Bottle age will also alter the weight and character of each of these styles. 

Sparkling wine Effervescent wine containing significant levels of carbon dioxide. 
Brut A French term for very dry Champagne or Sparkling wine. 

Cuvee A wine blended from several vats or batches, or from a selected vat as well as used in Champagne to denote the juice from the first pressing of a batch of grapes. 
Demi-sec Moderately sweet to medium sweet sparkling wines. 

Prosecco A sparkling wine made primarily in Veneto, Italy close to Treviso 
Méthode Champenoise (aka Méthode Traditionelle, Traditional Method) Process whereby sparkling wines receive a second fermentation in the same bottle that will be sold to a retail buyer. Compare with Charmat, transfer or bulk 

fermented methods. 
Méthode Cap Classique Champagne is the sparkling bubbly from France, and it can only be labelled and called champagne if the grapes are harvested in the Champagne region. MCC is the same bottled fermented process that the French 

use, but because it's not French grapes, it can't be called champagne. 
 

South African  Vin Price 

Villiera Traditional Brut MCC Chard-PN Western Cape NV 60/290  
This “Méthode Cap Classique” (bottle fermented sparkling wine) is a blend of red and white grapes displaying the full, balanced yeasty complexity synonymous with a wine made in this style.  
The wine retains its fresh racy zestiness that is a result of crisp acidity and delicate fruit. 

Villiera Traditional Brut Rose MCC PN-Chard-Ptage Western Cape NV 60/290  
Joyful, rich pink colour, vivacious cascading bubbles and the full rich flavour of Pinot Noir combined with the elegance of Chardonnay and the uniqueness of Pinotage providing the colour.  
This is the Tradition Rosé - rich in flavour with a long finish. 

Simonsig Kaapse Vonkel Brut MCC Chard-PN-PM Western Cape                       2019  320  
Elegant golden hue, fresh apple, white peach, and citrus on the nose followed by a burst of lemon, stone fruits and raspberry complexity on the palate.  

Simonsig Kaapse Vonkel Satin Nectar Rose Demi-Sec MCC PN-Ptage-Chard-PM Western Cape                   2019  320  
Subtle Salmon Pink in colour, fine and refreshing with length and elegance on the palate. Expressive nose of peach, red berries and cherries captures the imagination. Tart flavours add  
complexity giving it a subtly sweet palate with flair. 
International 

Zonin D.O.C Glera-Prosecco Veneto-Italy                           NV  65/300  
Sophisticated and elegant, enhanced by pleasing fruity notes. Dry and pleasantly fruity with a fresh, aromatic note on the finish; reveals an abundance of almonds and hints of fresh citrus.  

Louis Roederer Brut Premier PN-Chard-PM Reims-France                        NV  800/1300  
The freshness, finesse, and brightness of Brut Premier make it the perfect wine for festive occasions. Its structured texture, richness, and length are distinctly winey. It is a full, complex wine 
that is both rich and powerful, whilst remaining a great classic. 

Louis Roederer Rose PN-Chard-PM Reims-France                         2011  1600  
Golden pink hue with bright red tints. Exceptionally fine, lively sparkle. Intense bouquet of ripe fruit and candied orange, subtle notes of orange blossom and Madagascar vanilla. The bouquet 
is very stable, dense and opens out slowly to reveal a deep, sweet character. Smooth and full-bodied on entry to the palate. Its ripe, warm palate is both tactile and rounded with an almost 
lengthy finish and is lengthened by a fresh, chalky finish. Subtle notes of hazelnut and cocoa beans linger on the end palate. 

 
“There comes a time in every woman's life when the only thing that helps is a glass of champagne.” – ... 

“Champagne is the one thing that gives me zest when I'm tired.” – ... 
 

*NB Please note that all our bubbles by the glass are poured as a fifth of the bottle (150ml) and charged roughly (Slightly higher) than a fifth of the bottle price! 
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BLUSH 
American term for rosé. Any wine that is pink in colour. 

ROSÉ 
Sometimes called blush. Any light pink wine, dry to sweet, made by removing the skins of red grapes early in the fermentation process or by mixing red and white. 

Blush/Rose  Vin  Price 

Silkbush Shiraz Breedekloof: 2021 45/160 
Free run juice with strawberry and candy floss nose with a hint of shiraz spice on the pallet. Dry style wine with a crisp pallet. 

Black Elephant Rebel Rose Pinotage Franschhoek: 2021 190 
Made from 100% free run juice to reduce skin contact and thus craft a wine of an enticingly delicate salmon pink colour. Ripe and juicy whilst being devilishly dry. 

Holden Manz Rothko Gren-Syr-Cin Breedekloof: 2019 220 
Generous, crisp, full mouthfeel. A smooth, creamy elegant wine with tonnes of finesse and a long finish. Multi-layered lingering wine which sparkles like a diamond! 

 

White Wine 
CHENIN BLANC (White) [SHEN'N BLAHNK] 

Native of the Loire where it’s the basis of the famous whites: Vouvray, Anjou, Quarts de Chaume and Saumer. In other areas it is a very good blending grape. Called Steen in South Africa and their most-planted grape. California uses it 
mainly as a blending grape for generic table wines. It can be a pleasant wine, with melon, peach, spice, and citrus. The great Loire wines, depending on the producer can be dry and fresh to sweet. In South Africa, Chenin Blanc is even 

used for fortified wines and spirits 

Chenin Blanc   
Diemersfontein Wellington:  2020 40/150 

This unwooded Chenin Blanc boasts with a bouquet of fresh guava, white pear, and passion fruit. These tropical nuances follow through to the palate, finishing with a well-balanced acidity and a lasting finish. 

Silkbush Breedekloof: 2021 170 
A fresh fruit driven with a surprising full mouthfeel and dry crisp finish. Tropical nose and full ripe flavours on the palate compliments a long dry finish. 

Old Wine Road Co. Le Courier Western Cape: 2020 45/160 
Apricot, peach, hints of tropical fruit and floral aromas fresh and upfront on the nose. More layers follow on the palate with soft vanilla, canned peaches and a lingering pear drop finish. 

AA Badenhorst Secateurs Swartland: 2020 180 
Flavours of ripe apples and honey and a creamy texture give the wine richness and weight whilst retaining the thrillingly zippy tang of Chenin’s acid backbone. 
 

Wine by the glass 
A simple way to enjoy different wines with different foods. 

Do not limit yourself to a bottle if you enjoy variety. 
 
 

"Wine helps me tolerate you” By Dude. 
 
 

Acids: Gives wine tartness. Several acids are in the grape before fermentation, and others arise afterward. Acids often make a wine seem “crisp” or “refreshing”. 
 

 
*NB Please note that all our wines by the glass are poured as a quarter of the bottle (188ml) and charged roughly (Slightly higher) than a quarter of the bottle price! 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/A2D1UDPKRJMCMC
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SAUVIGNON BLANC (White) [SO-vin-yon BLAHNK] 
Another white with a notable aroma, this one "grassy" or "musky." The pure varietal is found mainly in the Loire, at Sancerre and Pouilly-Fumé, as part of a blend, the grape is all over Bordeaux, in Pessac-Léognan, Graves and the Médoc 

whites; it also shows up in Sauternes. New Zealand has had striking success with Sauvignon Blanc, producing its own perfumed, fruity style that spread across North America and then back to France. 

Sauvignon Blanc  Vin     Price 
 Anura Western Cape:  2020 45/160 
 Mineral, grassy, green fig tones combined with pineapple, lemon, granadilla, and grapefruit flavours. Fresh, crispy acidity, which is supported by well-rounded juicy, refreshing palate. 

 Black Elephant Two dogs, a peacock, and a horse Franschhoek: 2021 50/180 
 Nose is opulent with aromas of melon, granadilla, pear, citrus, and litchi. The palate is lively and concentrated with flavours of tropical fruits, gooseberry, and a creamy richness. The finish is  
 lingering with fresh acidity and minerality. Exceptionally smooth and fruity, this wine does not mess with you, no acidic heartburn after a few glasses. 

 Paul Wallace Little Flirt Elgin: 2020 220 
 Bright and appealing. Fruit driven nose lead by nuances of gooseberry softened by kiwi fruit and pear. An explosion of fruit on the palate which reveals a medley of tropical fruits, some granadilla 
 and subtle citrus coupled with a prominent mineral core. The full mouthfeel captures the purity in a fresh well-balanced wine with good length. 

 Groote Post Sea Salter Darling Hills: 2021 250 
 Expressive on the nose and the palate with captivating notes of black current, stone fruit and green apple together with hints of fynbos and kelp, sea-breeze and a touch of oak. 

 Rich layered and long, powerful blend is intense but not weighty. An elegant well-balanced wine showing typical minerality, vibrant acidity and some leesy complexity before a saline finish. 
 

Mid-palate  
A tasting term for the feel and taste of a wine when held in the mouth. 

 
Screwcap 

An alternative to cork for sealing wine bottles, comprising a metal cap that screws onto threads on the neck of a bottle. Also called a "Stelvin". 
 

CHARDONNAY (White) [shar-dun-NAY] 
As Cabernet Sauvignon is the king of reds, so is Chardonnay the king of white wines, for it makes consistently excellent, rich, and complex whites. This is an amazingly versatile grape that grows well in a variety of locations throughout the 
world. In Burgundy, it is used for the exquisite whites, such as Montrachet, Meursault and Pouilly-Fuissè, and true Chablis; in Champagne it turns into Blanc de Blancs. Among the many other countries that have caught Chardonnay fever, 

Australia is especially strong. 

Chardonnay  
La Vierge Jezebelle Hemel-en-Aarde Ridge: 2020 260  
Shale and Clay-based soils. The wine therefore expresses the zip and texture of the clay on the palate and aromatic lime, white floral and stone fruit, mineral character on the nose. 

Groote Post Unwooded Western Cape: 2018 55/200 
Grapefruit and citrus flavors are in abundance on the nose and palate. This vintage has fresh acidity, beautiful minerality, vibrant, racy and zesty structure. 

Du Toitskloof Western Cape: 2021 40/150 
Fruit-driven with citrus and lime flavours on the nose. Dried peaches, vanilla and subtle wood flavours carry through to the palate of this well-balanced wine. 

Jordan Unwooded Stellenbosch: 2018 55/200 
Inspired by the styles of Chablis where Chardonnay is allowed to express its inherent character. A totally unique unoaked offering that is defined partly by extended lees contact that develops  
mouthfeel and nuance in the wine. Aromas of freshly grated lemon zest and citrus orchard that finishes with flavours of apricot puree and lime sorbet. 

 
 
 

*NB Please note that all our wines by the glass are poured as a quarter of the bottle (188ml) and charged roughly (Slightly higher) than a quarter of the bottle price! 
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GEWURTZTRAMINER (White) [geh-VERTS-trah-mee-ner] 
Gewürztraminer can yield magnificent wines, as is best demonstrated in Alsace, France, where it is made in a variety of styles from dry to off dry to sweet. The grape needs a cool climate that allows it to get ripe. It's a temperamental 

grape to grow and vinify, as its potent spiciness can be overbearing when unchecked. At its best, it produces a floral and refreshing wine with crisp acidity that pairs well with spicy dishes. When left for late harvest, it's uncommonly rich 
and complex, a tremendous dessert wine. It is also popular in Eastern Europe, New Zealand, and the Pacific Northwest. 

VIOGNIER (White) [vee-O-nay] 
Viognier is one of the most difficult grapes to grow. It makes a floral and spicy white wine, medium to full-bodied and very fruity, with apricot and peach aromas. 

 

Unique Varietals  Vin     Price 
Excelsior Viognier Robertson: 2021 45/160 
Bright lime green hue. Hints of peach, marmalade, and orange blossom on the nose. Green apple fruit flavours on a full creamy palate. Subtle flavours of lemon and peaches linger on a complex  
palate. Full-bodied elegance makes this a wine of substance. 

Simonsig Gewurztraminer Stellenbosch: 2020 200 
A light straw colour. Expressive aromas of Turkish Delight, fresh litchi and yellow peach entice on the nose. These aromas are well complimented by layers of apple nectar, grape and candied  
lemons on the palate. A harmonious palate with fresh acidity, incredible flavour density and a subtle sweet finish. 

Casal Mendes Vinho Verde Blue Vinho Verde Region-Portugal: 2021 55/200 
An irreverent Portuguese drink and presents a blue colour. It is an aromatized cocktail produced from young wines full of dynamism, moderately sweet but full of notes of freshness.  
Light-bodied, it's a fun, cool and very enjoyable drink. 
 

White wine blend 
has existed for over 2500 years. In this case, “white blend” refers to any white wine that contains more than one white grape varietal in the final product, though certain white blends can have their own designations as recognized wines 

despite comprising multiple grapes. 

 
White Blends 

Rascallion The Vinyl Collection 33 3rd RPM Chen-Rous-Gren B-Viog-Verd Western Cape: 2017 50/180 
Layered hints of freshness and floral aromas extend into well-rounded malva savoury peach and fresh pear and pineapple flavours, and a soft, white tannin finish. 

House of La Ric Mal Lerato Classic White Western Cape: NV 45/160 
Aromas of oak with tropical and citrus fruit notes. Refreshingly crisp on the palates. 

Longridge The Emily PN-Chard Western Cape:                              2019  45/160  
A fresh wine with a lovely hue, bursting with aromas of ripe guava, pineapple, kiwi, green apple, and a hint of strawberry, ending with a well-balanced acidity and a lingering finish. 

 
 
 

“Wine improves with age. The older I get, the better I like it.”  Anonymous 
 

“I cook with wine, sometimes I even add it to the food.”  W.C. Fields, circa 1930’s 
 

 
 
 
 

*NB Please note that all our wines by the glass are poured as a quarter of the bottle (188ml) and charged roughly (Slightly higher) than a quarter of the bottle price! 
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Red Wine 
MERLOT (Red) [mur-LO] 

Merlot is the red-wine success of the 1990s: its popularity has soared along with its acreage, and it seems wine lovers can't drink enough of it. It dominates Bordeaux, except for the Médoc and Graves. Though it is mainly used for the 
Bordeaux blend, it can stand alone. In St.-Emilion and Pomerol, especially, it produces noteworthy wines, culminating in Château Pétrus. In Italy it's everywhere, though most of the Merlot is light, unremarkable stuff. But Ornellaia and 

Fattoria de Ama are strong exceptions to that rule. Despite its popularity, its quality ranges only from good to very good most of the time, though there are a few stellar producers found around the world. 

Merlot Vin     Price 

Alvis Drift Western Cape: 2019 45/170  
Lovely blend of fruit, oak, and tannin. The bouquet offers a full fruit: mellow, with black and blueberries, plums, cherries with an herbaceous rhythm in the. The Palate is broad and deep, juicy,  
and dripping blackberries and cherries. The tannins are firm, yet velvety, but the herbaceous notes create a layered structure with a pleasant crispness. 

Zorgvliet Banghoek Valley: 2019 250  
The nose reminds of black cherry and sandalwood. The entry in the mouth is slightly grippy with good dark chocolate focus on the mid palate and a somewhat dryish finish. The wine is full bodied and rich. 

Excelsior Robertson: 2019 40/150  
Dark, ruby Colour. Sweet violet, blackberry fruits and on the nose. Succulent flavours of ripe plum and blackcurrant, enhanced by hints of coffee and chocolate. Soft tannins lend a firm structure. 

 
SYRAH or SHIRAZ (Red) [Sih-RAH or shih-RAHZ] 

Hermitage and Côte-Rôtie in France, Penfolds Grange in Australia—the epitome of Syrah is a majestic red that can age for half a century. The grape seems to grow well in several areas and is capable of rendering rich, complex and 
distinctive wines, with pronounced pepper, spice, black cherry, tar, leather and roasted nut flavours, a smooth, supple texture and smooth tannins. In southern France it finds its way into various blends, as in Châteauneuf-du-Pape and 

Languedoc-Roussillon. Known as Shiraz in Australia, it was long used for bread-and-butter blends, but an increasing number of high-quality bottling’s are being made, especially from old vines in the Barossa Valley. 

Shiraz/Syrah 

Diemersfontein Wellington: 2019 65/240 
A fusion of sour cherries, vanilla, spice, and violets entice the senses. These intense flavours follow through to the palate, resulting in a full-bodied and lingering finish. 

Silkbush Breedekloof: 2016 70/250 
Rich dark colour. A bouquet of spice, white pepper, red cherry, and old school musk sweets fuses with red berries. The palate is surprisingly rich and structured with flavours of dark black fruit 
and cinnamon wrapped up in soft, comforting oak hints and a caress of vanilla beans. Really long and luscious with a full mouth feel. 

Kleinood Tamboerskloof Stellenbosch: 2017 350 
A bright clear medium ruby colour. A medium intensity nose, starting with violet flowers and cinnamon spice, evolving into freshly crushed black pepper and red cherry. The wine is youthful yet  
has a chocolate note showing evolution. The palate is refreshing with a fine-grained tannin adding weight to the mid-pallet. A juicy, yet elegant wine with good concentration. 

 
 
 
 
 

“Either give me more wine or leave me alone.”  Rumi, circa 1200’s 
 

“Wine is the most healthful and most hygienic of beverages.”   Louis Pasteur 
 
 
 
 

 
*NB Please note that all our wines by the glass are poured as a quarter of the bottle (188ml) and charged roughly (Slightly higher) than a quarter of the bottle price! 

http://www.winespectator.com/Wine/Wine_Basics/Wine_Basics_Template/0,1199,6,00.html
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/692216.Louis_Pasteur
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PINOTAGE (Red) [PIN-e-tahzh] 
A cross between Pinot Noir and Cinsault. Grown in South Africa. Fermented at higher temperatures and aged in new oak for finesse and wonderful berry flavours. 

Pinotage, primarily known for its dark, ripe fruit flavours like blackberry, cherry, and fig, has a bold, sweet jammy flavour with a smoky, earthy finish. Pinotage is a high-sugar, high-ABV, full-bodied grape with medium-high tannins. 

Pinotage  Vin     Price 

Alvis Drift Western Cape:  2019 50/180 
Intense black cherry colour with a youth full purple rim. Pleasing aroma of red cherries and blue berries with a hint of vanilla coming through. Soft, juicy palate with all the fruit following through,  
beautifully balanced with the crisp acidity and velvet soft tannins. Medium length on the finish with the red cherries on the finish. 

Diemersfontein Western Cape:  2019 230 
Diemersfontein The Prodigy Pinotage emanate rich flavours of dark red fruit like mulberry and black berry on the nose followed by strawberry, cherry and plum on the palate all wrapped in a subtle  
hint of a well-balanced oak component. Such an elegant and memorable Pinotage, that will invite you back for more. 

Silkbush Breedekloof: 2020 250 
Enticing ruby red colour. On the nose a wonderful, balancing of ripe, red and black fruit with a hint of mocha, underpinned by a bewitching hint of brambles. The palate is surprisingly rich,  
beautifully balanced, and elegant rather than robust. Flavours of ripe strawberry and raspberry. A long and juicy finish so typical of Silkbush Reds. 

 
CABERNET SAUVIGNON (Red) [cab-er-NAY SO-vin-yon] 

Currant, Plum, Black Cherry & Spice, with notes of Olive, Vanilla Mint, Tobacco, Toasty Cedar, Anise, Pepper & Herbs. Full-bodied wines with great depth that improve with aging. Cabernet spends from 15 to 30 months aging in American 
& French Oak barrels which tend to soften the tannins, adding the toasty cedar & vanilla flavours. The undisputed king of red wines, Cabernet is a remarkably steady and consistent performer throughout much of the state. While it grows 
well in many appellations, in specific appellations it is capable of rendering wines of uncommon depth, richness, concentration and longevity. Bordeaux has used the grape since the 18th century, always blending it with Cabernet Franc, 

Merlot and sometimes a soupçon of Petite Verdot. The Bordeaux model is built around not only the desire to craft complex wines, but also the need to ensure that different grape varieties ripen at different intervals or to give a wine 
colour, tannin, or backbone. 

Cabernet Sauvignon 

Zorgvleit Banghoek Valley: 2018 250 
Shows perfume along with dark spicy fruit on the nose. The palate shows concentrated cassis, along with full but finely structured tannins.  

Franschhoek Cellar The Churchyard Franschhoek: 2019 50/180 
A wine with a great presence and poise, shows blackcurrants and violets on the nose, followed by concentrated dark berry flavours integrated with tobacco and spice from savoury oak,  
a rich mouthfeel, and a smooth and juicy-lingering finish. 

Rascallion With Love From The Cape western Cape: 2020 50/180 
Juicy dark plum fruit flavours on the entry, a rich velvet mid palate and soft round tannins on the finish. 

 
 

“Give me books, French wine, fruit, fine weather and a little music played out of doors by somebody I do not know.” ... 
 
 
 

“In wine, there's truth.”   Pliny the Elder, Natural History 
 
 
 

 
*NB Please note that all our wines by the glass are poured as a quarter of the bottle (188ml) and charged roughly (Slightly higher) than a quarter of the bottle price! 

http://www.winespectator.com/Wine/Wine_Basics/Wine_Basics_Template/0,1199,6,00.html
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/302386.Pliny_the_Elder
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/537699
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PINOT NOIR (Red) [PEE-no-NWAH] 
Pinot Noir, the great grape of Burgundy, is a touchy variety. The best examples offer the classic black cherry, spice, raspberry and currant flavours, and an aroma that can resemble wilted roses, along with earth, tar, and herb and cola 

notes. It can also be rather ordinary, light, simple, herbal, vegetal and occasionally weedy. It can even be downright funky, with pungent barnyard aromas. In fact, Pinot Noir is the ficklest of all grapes to grow: It reacts strongly to 
environmental changes such as heat and cold spells, and is notoriously fussy to work with once picked, since its thin skins are easily bruised and broken, setting the juice free. Even after fermentation, Pinot Noir can hide its weaknesses 

and strengths, making it a most difficult wine to evaluate out of barrel. In the bottle, too, it is often a chameleon, poorly showing one day, brilliantly the next. 

Pinot Noir  Vin     Price 

La Vierge Seduction Hemel-en-Aarde Ridge: 2020 50/180 
Expressive dark fruit character, full of plum and black cherries. There is a savoury undertone that gives a complexity to the wine that is complementary to the 
mineral backbone.  

Paul Wallace Braveheart Elgin: 2018 350 
Bright ruby red colour, fresh primary fruits, wafts of sour red cherries, strawberries and mulberries on the nose follow through onto a fruit driven palate. The purity of fruit is embellished 
by subtle oaking and spicy undertones typical of the Elgin region  

 
MALBEC (Red) [MAHL-beck] 

Also, Grenache Blanc, known in Spain as Garnacha Blanca, which is bottled in the Southern Rhône. It's used for blending in France's Roussillon and the Languedoc, and in various Spanish whites, including Rioja. 
Once important in Bordeaux and the Loire in various blends, this not-very-hardy grape has been steadily replaced by Merlot and the two Cabernets. However, Argentina is markedly successful with this varietal. In the United States 

Malbec is a blending grape only, and an insignificant one at that, but a few wineries use it, the most obvious reason being that it's considered part of the Bordeaux-blend recipe. 
 

CABERNET FRANC (Red) [cab-er-NAY FRANK] 
Increasingly popular as both stand-alone varietal and blending grape, Cabernet Franc is used primarily for blending in Bordeaux, although it can rise to great heights in quality, as seen in the grand wine Cheval-Blanc. In France's Loire 
Valley it's also made into a lighter wine called Chinon. It is well established in Italy, particularly the northeast, where it is sometimes called Cabernet Franc or Bordo. California has grown it for more than 30 years, and Argentina, Long 
Island, Washington state and New Zealand is picking it up. As a varietal wine, it usually benefits from small amounts of Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot and can be as intense and full-bodied as either of those wines. But it often strays 

away from currant and berry notes into stalky green flavours that become more pronounced with age. Given its newness in the United States, Cabernet Franc may just need time to get more attention and rise in quality. Much blended 
with Cabernet Sauvignon, it may be a Cabernet Sauvignon mutation adapted to cooler, damper conditions. Typically, light to medium-bodied wine with more immediate fruit than Cabernet Sauvignon and some of the herbaceous odours 

evident in unripe Cabernet Sauvignon. 

Unique Varietal  

Paul Wallace Black Dog Malbec Western Cape: 2018 350 
Dark in colour, well-muscled intense and full of character. Exotic nose, conjuring up hints of blue berries, black berries, back currants, and juicy red plums. Palate is a satisfying fruit-filled 
mouthful of red and black fruits linked by spice and held together with silky tannins. 

Zorgvleit Cabernet Franc Banghoek Valley: 2018 250 
Shows cinnamon and spice characteristics on the nose, which are well integrated with flavours of black cherry and plum fruit on the palate. 

 
 
 
 

“The discovery of a wine is of greater moment than the discovery of a constellation. The universe is too full of stars.” Benjamin Franklin, circa 1700s 
 
 

“Men are like wine – some turn to vinegar, but the best improves with age.”  Pope John XXIII 

 

 
*NB Please note that all our wines by the glass are poured as a quarter of the bottle (188ml) and charged roughly (Slightly higher) than a quarter of the bottle price! 

http://www.winespectator.com/Wine/Wine_Basics/Wine_Basics_Template/0,1199,6,00.html
http://www.winespectator.com/Wine/Wine_Basics/Wine_Basics_Template/0,1199,6,00.html
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Red Blend  
Wine that can be a mix of predominately Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Sangiovese, Syrah, Merlot, or any red wine. Winemakers will combine these wines to make a new, more complete or complex flavour to enjoy. 

This also rings true for white wines. 

Red Blends  Vin     Price 

Hartenberg Doorkeeper Gren-Mour-Shir Stellenbosch: 2018 50/180 
Grenache imparts strawberry-like bouquet and fresh, vibrant fruit on the palate. The Mourvédre provides a beguiling silky mouth feel whilst the Shiraz gives some structure.  

Black Elephant Three men in a tub CS-Mer-Shir Coastal Region 2019 180 
Fruit driven with red currents and tropical spices, which follows through to the palate accompanied with fine firm tannins. 

Anura Legato Mer-CS Simonsberg: 2019 45/160 
Legato is a musical term meaning 'smoothly connected' which is precisely what this classic blend of Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon is! Full, ripe blackberry aromas combined with cooked plum  
and anise undertones. A soft, rich mid palate of blueberry and hint of orange peel. Lingering touch of cloves, dark chocolate, and spice on the finish. 

Rascallion The Vinyl Collection 45 RPM Gren N-Cin-Mour-Tannat Western Cape: 2020 55/200 
Blackberry, sweet dark fruit on the palate with hints of cloves and aniseed. Well balanced with elegant integrated tannins. A smooth, long finish with lingering olive and black fruit flavours. 

Boschendal The Nicolas Shir-PV-CS--Mal-Mer-CF Stellenbosch: 2017 320 
Blend brimming with character, each component outstanding which together creates something exceptional. Shiraz, a signature variety, adds depth with intriguing spicy notes, Cabernet Sauvignon  
and Petit Verdot give classical structure, Malbec a beautiful deep colour and vibrant red fruit, while the Merlot enhances the fruit profile. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“One should always be drunk.” ... 
 

“Accept what life offers you and try to drink from every cup.” ... 
 
 
 

“I cook with wine, sometimes I even add it to the food.” ... 
 

“Either give me more wine or leave me alone.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*NB Please note that all our wines by the glass are poured as a quarter of the bottle (188ml) and charged roughly (Slightly higher) than a quarter of the bottle price! 


